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Introduction
This handbook has been devised with an aim to guide doctors in training on the processes they will be required to
follow to ensure compliance with the new terms and conditions of service.
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The safety of patients and doctors is a paramount concern for the NHS. Significant staff fatigue is a hazard both to
patients and to the staff themselves. The safeguards around doctors’ working hours in the new terms and conditions
are designed to ensure that this risk is effectively mitigated and that this mitigation is assured.
There are three functions which oversee the safety of doctors in the training and service delivery domains of their
working experience:
a. The Trust designs schedules of work that are safe for patients and safe for doctors, and ensures that work
schedules are adhered to in the delivery of services.
b. The director of medical education (DME) oversees the quality of the educational experience.
c. The guardian of safe working hours (hereafter referred to as the guardian) provides assurance to the Trust, on
compliance with safe working hours by the Trust and the doctor.
Doctors are responsible for ensuring that both their pattern of work and their total hours of work, including any and
all work undertaken for any employer, whether directly or indirectly (for example through an agency or limited
company), comply with the limits set out in the new terms and conditions, and that they remain safe to carry out
clinical duties.

The Guardian of Safe Working Hours
The guardian shall ensure that issues of compliance with safe working hours are addressed by the doctor and/or the
Trust, as appropriate. The guardian shall provide assurance to the Board that doctors' working hours are safe. (This
assurance is in addition to the provisions and safeguards as set out in schedules 3, 4 and 5).
The guardian shall:
a. act as the champion of safe working hours for doctors in approved training programmes
b. provide assurance to doctors and employers that doctors are safely rostered and enabled to work hours that
are safe and in compliance with Schedules 3, 4 and 5 of these terms and conditions of service
c. receive copies of all exception reports in respect of safe working hours. This will allow the guardian to record
and monitor compliance with the terms and conditions of service
d. escalate issues in relation to working hours, raised in exception reports, to the relevant executive director, or
equivalent, for decision and action, where these have not been addressed at departmental level
e. require intervention to mitigate any identified risk to doctor or patient safety in a timescale commensurate
with the severity of the risk
f. require a work schedule review to be undertaken, where there are regular or persistent breaches in safe
working hours, which have not been addressed
g. have the authority to intervene in any instance where the guardian considers the safety of patients and/or
doctors is compromised, or that issues are not being resolved satisfactorily; and
h. distribute monies received as a consequence of financial penalties to improve the training and service
experience of doctors.
Should issues or concerns relating to safe working be raised with the Guardian, the Guardian will take every possible
step to ensure that the doctor is treated fairly.
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Educational Supervisor Responsibilities
Educational and clinical supervisors shall be responsible for agreeing the personalised work schedules with the
doctors’ at the start of their placement. During the personalised work schedule meeting educational supervisors will
be responsible for determining whether reasonable adjustments are required and escalating this to the service
manager/occupational health, as appropriate.
Work schedules will also be reviewed by the supervisor and the doctor when necessary; a work schedule review can
be requested by the doctor, the Guardian or the educational supervisor themselves.
Issues relating to a doctor’s training needs will be resolved by the supervisor and may be escalated to the DME as
appropriate.
Any issues relating to safe working will be escalated to the Guardian.
Full details of the role an educational supervisor will carryout as part of personalised work schedules and work
schedule reviews are set out in Annex A and Annex B.

Director of Medical Education (DME) Responsibilities
The DME will have oversight of all education related issues within the doctors’ work schedules. The DME will receive
a copy of each exception report that has issues relating to training and the outcome that has been agreed between
the doctor and their educational supervisor will be sent to the DME to identify whether further improvements to a
doctor’s training experience are required.

Junior Doctor Forum
A Junior Doctor Forum has been established with the purpose of informing the Guardian on issues related to safe
working, and provide advice and scrutiny to the distribution and expenditure of any fines. During the forthcoming
year, it will also discuss issues concerning the local implementation of safe working and exception reporting
processes within the trust.
The group will be made up of trainee representatives from each department, elected by their colleagues. There will
also be specific representatives for the Foundation Programme whose trainees are spread across a number of
different departments but share rotas. LTFT trainees will also have a place to ensure they are
specifically represented. The membership will also include; LNC chair and two trainee LNC representatives, DME,
Head of HR and the Guardian.
The group will meet quarterly (March, June, September and December) within working hours. Venues are being
organised to maximise actual and virtual attendance.
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Annual Leave
The annual leave year runs from the start date of the doctor’s appointment.
The annual leave entitlement for a full-time doctor is as follows, based on a standard working week of five days:
a. On first appointment to the NHS: 27 days
b. After five years’ completed NHS service: 32 days.
These leave entitlements include the two extra-statutory days previously available in England under the 2002 Terms
and Conditions of Service.
As leave is deducted from the rota before average hours are calculated for pay purposes, leave may not be taken
from shifts attracting an enhanced rate of pay or an allowance. Where a doctor wishes to take leave when rostered
for such a shift or duty, the doctor must arrange to swap the shift or duty with another doctor on the same rota. It is
the doctor’s responsibility to arrange such swaps and the department is not obliged to approve the leave request if
the doctor does not make the necessary arrangements to cover the shifts.
Where the doctor's contract or placement is for less than 12 months, the leave entitlement is pro rata to the length
of the contract or placement.
A doctor working less than full time will be allocated leave on a pro rata basis.

Less Than Full Time Trainees (LTFT)
The process for calculating hours and supplements for less than full time trainees has changed with the introduction
of the new contract and going forward service managers will be responsible for calculating their part time doctors’
hours and supplements.
The value of basic salary for doctors training less than full time shall be pro rata, based on the proportion of full-time
work that has been agreed.
Weekend and availability allowances will also be paid pro rata, based on the proportion of the full time commitment
to the weekend rota that has been agreed in the doctor’s work schedule. For example, a doctor making a 50 per cent
contribution to the rota would be paid 50 per cent of the value of the availability allowance paid to a doctor making
a full contribution to the rota.
A less than full time generic work schedule shall not exceed 40 hours, averaged over a reference period defined as
being the length of the rota cycle, the length of the placement or 26 weeks, whichever is the shorter.
For doctors entitled to schedule 2 pay protection (grades ST3+), banding will be calculated as per Annex B (page 8182) of the new Terms and Conditions:
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Need%20to%20know/Terms%20and%20Conditions
%20of%20Service%20NHS%20Doctors%20and%20Dentists%20in%20Training%20England%20July%202016.pdf
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Personalised Work Schedules
-

Purpose

The purpose of a personalised work schedule is to build on the training opportunities set out in the generic work
schedule to include personalised training and service delivery objectives.
Personalised training objectives will build on the intended learning outcomes set out in the generic work schedule
which have been mapped to the educational curriculum; therefore, personalised objectives should be consistent
with the education/training contract with the Deanery function.
Personalised service delivery objectives are intended to align both the service commitments to the Trust’s objectives
and to recognise not only that competencies can be achieved through service delivery but that some can only be
achieved in this way.

-

Responsibility of completing a personalised work schedule

The doctor and educational supervisor are jointly responsible for personalising the work schedule, according to the
doctor’s learning needs and the opportunities within the post.
A meeting should be arranged between the doctor and educational supervisor as soon as possible upon the
commencement of the post; this meeting should incorporate an educational review along with personalisation of
the work schedule.
Once completed, the work schedule should be signed off by both the doctor and educational supervisor.

-

Process

The process for completing a personalised work schedule is set out in Annex A.
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Exception Reporting
-

Purpose

The purpose of an exception report is to ensure prompt resolution and / or remedial action to ensure that safe
working hours are maintained. By submitting an exception report the educational supervisor is given the opportunity
to address issues as they arise and to make timely adjustments to work schedules. Issues relating to safety will be
copied to the guardian to review and help resolve.

-

When an exception report should be submitted

Exception reporting should be used by doctors to inform their educational supervisor when their day to day work
varies significantly or regularly from the agreed work schedule.
Primarily the variances will be:
a. differences in the total hours of work (including opportunities for rest breaks)
b. differences in the pattern of hours worked
c. differences in the educational opportunities and support available to the doctor, and/or
d. differences in the support available to the doctor during service commitments.
Should the doctor have concerns for their own or patient safety, they should immediately communicate this verbally
to the consultant on duty who will determine the appropriate action to take; an exception report should also be
submitted within 24 hours following this.

-

Submitting an exception report

Should the doctor’s agreed work schedule vary significantly or regularly, an exception report should be submitted
using the online DRS system.
The exception report must include the following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the doctors name, specialty and grade
the educational supervisor’s name
the dates, times and durations of exceptions
the nature of the variance from the work schedule, and
an outline of the steps the doctor has taken to resolve matters before escalation (if any).

Guidance on how to complete an exception report can be found here Annex F.
The report should be submitted no later than 14 days of the exception occurring, with the exception of safety
concerns, in which case a report should be submitted within 24 hours for immediate concerns and within 48 hours
for persistent/single significant safety concerns.
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The DRS system automatically notifies the selected supervisor, the dashboard and report is also visible to Director of
Medical Education (DME) and Guardian of Safe Working (GOS).
If a shift has been worked and is paid through the Staff Bank, an exception report for additional hours should not be
submitted.
When making a claim for additional pay i.e. additional hours were worked to secure patient safety and preauthorisation from the manager was not possible, the exception report should be submitted within 7 days.
Where a manager does not authorise payment the reason for the decision will be fed back to the doctor and copied
to the guardian for review. It is at the discretion of the manager as to whether payment or time in lieu is suitable in
such situation.

-

Process for reviewing exception reports

The process for submitting and reviewing exception reports is set out in Annex B.

-

Payment for hours approved

Whether payment or time off in lieu is to be given to the doctor will be determined by their educational supervisor.
The doctor cannot choose which they would prefer as the method of compensation is dependent on the safety of
the doctor. For example, if a doctor works in excess of 72 hours in 7 calendar days, payment would not be
appropriate and TOIL should be given to ensure the safety of the doctor.

The educational supervisor should notify the Service Manager of any additional hours that have been approved.
Payments for additional hours should then be added to ManPowers as overtime.

-

Rate of pay for hours approved

The doctor will be paid in line with their hourly rate as per their annual salary nodal point i.e. even if the doctor is
pay protected based on their salary prior to transition to the new contract, they will be paid the hourly rate on the
new contract (2016) pay scale.

-

Time off in Lieu (TOIL)

The educational supervisor should notify the JD rota coordinator if TOIL has been approved to determine a suitable
time for the leave to be taken to optimise staff and patient safety.
TOIL should be allocated based on the doctors need for rest and to ensure safety, therefore the intention of why it
was given should be considered.

-

Time off in Lieu (TOIL) not taken before the end of the rotation
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If the department has failed to allocate any TOIL awarded to the doctor through exception reporting before the end
of the rotation, payment for these hours should be submitted by the Service Manager through the ManPowers
system as overtime.
However, every effort should be made to ensure a doctor can take their approved TOIL as this mechanism is in place
to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the doctor and their patients.
Any exceptional reporting of additional hours worked that are not closed by the end of rotation will be required to
be paid by the department as overtime and submitted on manpower return.

Fines
-

Reasons for a fine being issued

The guardian of safe working will identify and levy a financial penalty to the department in the following situations:




-

A breach of the 48 hour average working week over the length of the rota cycle has been identified; or
A breach of the 72 hour limit in any 7 calendar days; or
The minimum of 11 hours rest between shifts has been reduced to fewer than 8 hours

How fines are allocated

The doctor will be paid for the additional hours at the penalty rates set out in the table below, and the guardian of
safe working hours will also levy a fine on the department employing the doctor for those additional hours worked.

Where a concern is raised that breaks have been missed on at least 25% of occasions across a four week reference
period, and the concern is validated and shown to be correct, the guardian of safe working hours will levy a fine at
the rate of twice the relevant hourly rate for the time in which the break was not taken.
Please note that the basic hourly rate is calculated based on the 2016 nodal points and is not the hourly rate as per
any pay protection arrangements.

Further details on the hourly rates and payments for fines can be found in Annex E.
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Work Schedule Reviews
-

Purpose

The purpose of work schedule reviews is to ensure that the work schedule for the doctor remains fit for purpose, in
circumstances where earlier discussions have failed to resolve concerns.
A work schedule review can be requested by the doctor, educational supervisor, manager, or the guardian.

-

Work schedule review process and stages

Upon receiving a request for a work schedule review, the educational supervisor shall meet or correspond with the
doctor as soon as is practicable, ideally no later than seven working days after receipt of a written request for a
review (in the form of an exception report). Where this is in response to a serious concern that there was an
immediate risk to patient and/or doctor safety, this must be followed up within seven working days.
The overall review will result in one or more of the following outcomes:
a. No change to the work schedule is required.
b. Prospective documented changes are made to the work schedule.
c. Compensation or time off in lieu is required.
d. Organisational changes, such as a review of the timing of ward rounds, handovers and clinics, are
needed.

The full process for work schedule reviews is set out in Annex B.

Payslip
Your pay will be broken down in to various components that will make up your overall earnings, unless you are
entitled to Schedule 14 Section 2 pay protection. In this case you will continue on your previous incremental pay
scale, and receive a banding supplement, so your payslip will continue to look as it does now. To assist you, you may
compare your payslip to your work schedule.
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-

What your payslip may look like
ASSIGNMENT NUMBER
DEPARTMENT

EMPLOYEE NAME
JOB TITLE
SAL/WAGE
INC DATE
xx,xxx.xx
TAX OFFICE NAME
TAX OFFICE REF

PAY AND ALLOWANCES
DESCRIPTION
WKD/EARNED
PAID/DUE
Relevant information
Relevant information
Basic Pay
on
hours
worked,
rates
on
hours worked, rates
Addn Roster Hours NP
of pay, and what is
of pay, and what is
Night Duty 37%
being paid this month being paid this month
Weekend <1 in2 - 1 in 4
will be contained in
will be contained in
On Call Availability
these sections. NOTE
these sections. NOTE
Flex Pay 2016
not all doctors will
not all doctors will
Cash Floor Protection NHS receive all pay elements. receive all pay elements.

LOCATION
PAYSCALE DESCRIPTION
STANDARD HRS
PT SAL/WAGE
40
xx,xxx.xx
TAX CODE
NI NUMBER
RATE

AMOUNT
Relevant information
x,xxx.xx
on hours worked, rates
xxx.xx
of pay, and what is
xxx.xx
being paid this month
xxx.xx
will be contained in
xxx.xx
these sections. NOTE
xxx.xx
not all doctors will
receive all pay elements.
xx.xx
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Annex A – Personalised Work Schedule
Personalised Work
Schedule

Doctor receives a generic work schedule
with their offer letter

Formal meeting (Educational Review) between the Educational / Clinical
Supervisor and Doctor to take place within 2 weeks of the doctor’s start
date

The Educational Review will include a discussion of the work schedule to ensure that the
Doctor’s workplace experience delivers the anticipated learning opportunities.
The following will be jointly agreed by the Educational Supervisor and Doctor:


Training and personal objectives



Any training opportunities that will assist the doctor in achieving their objectives.

Personalised work schedule will be signed off by the Doctor and Educational Supervisor.

-

Ways a work schedule review can be requested:

Doctor submits an
exception report

Doctor or Educational
Supervisor consider the
personalised work schedule
to have changed significantly

Progress against agreed
learning objectives to be
considered regularly

Work Schedule Review to take place as per (Annex B) Page 13 of the Exception Report and Work Schedule
Review Process
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Annex B – Exception Report and Work Schedule Review Processes
Doctor has concerns

Are there concerns for
doctor or patient safety?

YES

NO

Doctor immediately raises the concern verbally with consultant on duty*

Consultant on duty assesses the situation

If concern requires immediate
action:
Consultant on duty arranges
immediate
-

Time off **and/or
Additional support for
the doctor

If the concern is a significant
single case or it is a persistent
occurrence, but does not
require immediate action:
Consultant on duty reminds
doctor to submit an exception
report within 48 hours

Consultant notifies Educational
Supervisor and Guardian within
24 hours.
Consultant reminds the doctor
that an exception report must be
submitted within 24 hours

If concern does
not include safety
concerns, the
report should be
submitted within
14 days.

Doctor completes exception report

*’Consultant on duty’ will typically be the consultant on call or the head of service.
** The consultant on duty will use their discretion to establish how much time off is
required and this may vary on a case by case basis.
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Exception report submitted by doctor

All copies sent to the Educational Supervisor

WORK SCHEDULE REVIEW
 Go to Page 16

Doctor sends a copy of the report to
the Guardian if report involves either:
Breach of safety rule and/or

Doctor sends a copy of the report to
the DME if report involves difference of
educational opportunities or support

Concerns for patient or doctor safety

For overview/information and for
DME’s annual report to Board
Guardian reviews the report and
escalates to the department to validate
and resolve the safety issue.

Actions determined by Educational
Supervisor following work schedule
review process

Validated issues which result in a
financial penalty will be assessed by the
Guardian to establish whether a
financial penalty is appropriate.

If issues are not resolved at a departmental
level:
-

Guardian to raise with relevant
clinical Director

If a previously escalated, serious issue
remains unresolved:
-

Guardian must submit an exceptional
report to the Board at their next
meeting
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Educational Supervisor actions for WORK SCHEDULE REVIEW

Educational Supervisor and doctor to meet/correspond to discuss action required



Within 7 days ideally or as soon as is practicable
If in response to serious concern with immediate risk to patient and/or
doctor safety this must be followed up within 7 working days

Educational Supervisor to assess whether there are serious or
safety concerns

YES

Carry out an interim review within 7 days

NO

Review at next educational supervisor
meeting

Following the review meeting, the Educational Supervisor communicates the agreed outcome in
writing to the doctor.
The outcome will be one or more of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)

No change required
Prospective documented changes are made to the work schedule
Compensation or time off in lieu
Requires organisational changes (within a reasonable time)

If organisational changes are to be implemented, temporary alternative arrangements may be
required such as increase to the doctor’s pay.

Educational Supervisor sends a copy of the outcome
to the Guardian to review
Educational Supervisor sends a
copy of the outcome to the doctor

Doctor accepts the outcome

Educational issues: Copy of the outcome to be sent to
the DME for review

Doctor does not accept the outcome

Educational supervisor notifies service manager of
any changes in hours
Service manager determines whether additional
hours should be paid and submits a change form,
if necessary,

Medical workforce team processes change forms

Doctor requests Level 2 review
To be submitted in writing to the Guardian
within 14 days or receipt of Educational
Supervisor report
To include
a) Areas of disagreement
b) Desired outcome by doctor
 Go to Page 17
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LEVEL 2 WORK SCHEDULE REVIEW

Review to be held within 21 days after receipt of the doctor’s written request
Panel Membership






Junior doctor
Educational Supervisor
Service representative
DME or the Guardian depending on the area of concern (or a nominee)
Academic Supervisor (if doctor is on an integrated academic training program)

Result, to be communicated in writing in 14 calendar days
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Level 1 Work Schedule review upheld
Compensation or time off in Lieu
No change to the Work Schedule is required
Prospective changes are made to the Work Schedule
Organisational changes are required

If organisational changes are to be implemented, temporary alternative arrangements
may be required such as increase to the doctor’s pay.

Doctor accepts outcome

Copy of report to
doctor

Service manager is notified of any changes to the
doctor’s hours
Service manager submits a change form

Doctor does not accept
outcome

Doctor requests Level 3 review (Final stage)
To be submitted in writing to the Guardian
within 14 days of receipt of Level 2 report
To include

Medical Workforce team process the change form

c) Areas of disagreement
d) Desired outcome by doctor
 Go to Page 18
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LEVEL 3 WORK SCHEDULE REVIEW = Formal Grievance Hearing as
per local policy: the decision of this review is FINAL.

Review to be held within timeframe as per local grievance policy

Panel Membership (as per the Trust’s Grievance and Disputes Policy)
-

Appropriate manager/director to chair with senior Workforce relations (HR)
support
Employee (and representative)
Manager and Workforce relations representative (HR)
Plus DME or their nominated representative

Panel members - ADDITIONAL

Where the doctor is appealing a decision previously made by the Guardian, the panel will
include a representative from the BMA or other trade union nominated from outside the Trust
(to be provided within one month)

Result, to be communicated in writing – timescale to be decided at the hearing
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Level 2 Work Schedule review upheld
Compensation or time off in Lieu
No change to the Work Schedule is required
Prospective changes are made to the Work Schedule
Organisational changes are required

If organisational changes are to be implemented, temporary alternative arrangements
may be required such as increase to the doctor’s pay.

Copy of report to
doctor

Copy report to Guardian for review:
In the case of systemic issues (not previously
identified), the Guardian will raise with the Board
for escalation to partner organisations

Service manager is notified of any changes to the
doctor’s hours
Service manager submits a change form
18
Medical workforce team process the change form

Annex C – Summary of Hours Limits
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Annex D – Structure of Escalation

Simon Steddon
Medical Director

Kate Langford

Pauline Flockhart

Claire Mallinson

Deputy Medical
Director

Associate Director
HR- Medical
Workforce

Director of
Medical
Education

Ian Rothwell
Ros Tilley
Guardian of
Safe Working

Medical Workforce
Programme
Manager

Educational
Supervisors

Medical HR Team

Point of contact for any issues with hours and/or work schedules

Point of escalation for any educational issues not resolved by educational supervisor

Point of escalation for safety issues

Point of escalation for issues not resolved by the Guardian via review process

Point of contact for any contractual queries
20

Annex E – Rates of Pay for Fines
Fine rates to be used for hours worked over 72 hours in a week or over 48 in the 26 week reference period. Fine rates apply to the
last hours work in the cycle e.g. if 73rd/48th hour falls in plain time and 74th/49th hour falls in premium time the fine would be one
hour at plain time rate and one hour at premium time rate (this is because compensatory rest could have been given at any point
prior to the breach happening).
These are published on the lastest Pay Circular, available from NHS Employers.
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Annex F – Guidance on how to complete an exception report
Exception reports are used by doctors when day-to-day work varies significantly and/or
Regularly from the agreed work schedule. Exception reports could relate to:
 variation in the hours of work and / or rest; or
 the pattern of work; or missed educational or learning opportunities
Exception report is submitted via the Doctors Rostering System (DRS), individual login details are sent within the first
week of starting rotation with the Trust.
This is sent via no-reply@skillsforhealth.org.uk to your Trust email, you are advised to check your junk mail should
you not receive this in your inbox.
Exception reporting is every trainee’s right and responsibility. There are no restrictions on what should be reported
or indeed how many reports can be submitted. Furthermore, there is no pre-authorisation or sign-off process
required before an exception report can be submitted.
Exception reporting is the mechanism to ensure that training can be safeguarded, workloads kept manageable and
safeguards maintained both for your health and the safety of the patients you look after. This will facilitate timely
adjustments to be made to working patterns where needed, as well as getting sign off for either time off in lieu or
additional pay if you've been required to work beyond your scheduled hours.

-

How and who to submit an exception report to

Exception reports must be submitted electronically via the Doctors Rostering System (DRS).
Once an exception report is submitted via DRS, a notification is sent to the relevant educational supervisor (or
clinical supervisor if appropriate). In addition, the reports and dashboard are visible to the Guardian of Safe Working
for issues related to safe working practices or the Director of Medical Education (DME) for issues related to training,
in some cases it may be both.
Any enquires regarding DRS access please contact Guardian of Safe Working office by contacting Lisa Campbell or
Medical HR by contacting Nimao Egal.

-

When to submit an exception report

You should submit the exception report as soon as possible after the exception takes place, this should be done
within a maximum of 14 days (or 7 days when making a claiming compensation or TOIL).
To submit a new exception report you just need to click the “create new exception button below your name in the
top left of the screen.
This will open the exception report on the right half of the screen:
You will need to include the following information:


Rota name – This is a drop down list of rotas linked to your name (usually only one)
22



Educational Supervisor - This is again a drop down list of your Educational or clinical supervisors. This list has
been provided by Medical Education, however, we are aware that on occasion Educational Supervisors
change or there are errors. If the names are incorrect for your current placement, please contact the
Guardian Administrator on: Guardianofsafeworking@gstt.nhs.uk



Date of exception – Use the smart calendar to the right of the date box to pick the date the exception
occurred. Exceptions can be reported up to 14 days after the event, although the timeline is 7 days if you
would like payment and 48 hours if you have patient safety concerns



Nature of Exception

Chose from 2 options each opens further drop down lists:

Hours and Rest: Ticking this box opens a further list
a. Early start
b. Late Finish
c. Unable to achieve breaks – Specify if 1 or 2 breaks missed
d. 72 hours worked in 7 days
e. Minimum daily working time rest reduced to <8 hours
f.

Difference in work pattern

Education

a. Difficulty in completing WPBA
b. Inadequate clinical exposure or experience
c. Inadequate supervision
d. Lack of feedback
e. Teaching cancelled
f. Unable to attend clinic/theatre session
g. Unable to attend scheduled teaching/training

If on the same day you are reporting two categories of exception these must be submitted on separate exception
reports

Immediate safety concern raised - ticking this box opens a freetext box: “Name of consultant concern raised with”
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Nature of exception



Description of exception:
This is a free text field for you to indicate why the episode occurred or how it is different from your
contracted rota and responsibilities e.g. ‘I worked an additional two hours this evening as my Consultant
didn’t commence their ward round until 5pm’. Please do not just enter ‘I worked an additional two hours
because I was busy completing jobs.’ This is not sufficient detail for different exception reports you have
submitted to be differentiated. Specific detail such as patient hospital numbers that you looking after are not
required and should not be included but basic detail is important for issues to be addressed.



Steps taken to resolve:
This is a free text field enabling you to indicate, where it has been possible, any previous actions or
discussion that have taken place prior to submission of the report e.g. ‘My Consultant,Dr Jones, asked me to
stay an additional two hours due to clinic overrunning and agreed that I should be paid for these hours’ or
‘My Consultant, Mr Warren, asked me to stay an additional two hours as our last case in theatre started late
and agreed that I could come in two hours later than my normal start time tomorrow’.

On occasions, it may not be possible or reasonable for you to be able to take any steps prior to escalation,
e.g. an emergency situation or if you are a senior trainee unable to take breaks during a night shift, but you
should endeavour whenever possible to bring the exception to a senior person in a timely manner

There will be occasions where your routine work will take longer than expected and you feel that you are
unable to leave it unfinished or hand it over to the next shift. Upon receipt of the exception you will be
asked if you have discussed this with your Consultant or Clinical Supervisor or if they are aware of the issue.
As such, it would be appropriate for you to raise this with them as soon as is practical after the event. This
may or may not be prior to the submission of the exception but it is important that you feel able to discuss
issues with your Consultant or Clinical Supervisor.

Once you have completed the required detail you will have the following options:



-

Create – saves the exception report and submits the details. A submitted exception report can no longer be
edited by the doctor.

Outcome of Exception Report

You will receive one of two notifications:



A request for further information
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An Exception Report outcome

Both of these types of notification will be sent to you via your work and personal email address within the system.
If you are asked to provide further information you will be able update the original exception report with the
information required. You will then be able to re-submit the report for review.
If you are sent an outcome, at any stage of the process, you are required to either agree or disagree with the
decision made.

-

Logging in to DRS

You can login to DRS site on: https://drs.realtimerostering.uk/Home.aspx

You will need to enter the login details you received from no-reply@skillsforhealth.org.uk, you can change your
password once you have entered into the system.

-

Doctor’s Interface

Through the doctor interface you can:
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Create and submit new exceptions related to hours/rest & education issues
View the status of previously submitted exceptions
View any comments added by supervisors and others
Add comments to existing exceptions
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